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ABSTRACT:
Reading poetry is something exciting. Besides bringing pleasure, it is also bringing knowledge to the readers, especially when they have falling in love. Poetry has entertainment and understanding side in it. Not only reading, feeling and imagine each stanza in a poem, but also the poet wants the readers to find out visible and invisible meaning in poetry. This Research Paper is meant to show what are the figures of speech in Daffodils, My heart Leaps up and Matthew. To support this research paper, the writer reads the oetry Daffodils, My heart Leaps up and Matthew and collecting data from the books having connection with the subject about poetry. There are several figures of speech in Daffodils, My heart Leaps up and Matthew, such as simile, metaphor, personification, hyperbole and antithesis. From that poetry above, it shows that Figure of speech is one of the important elements to keep the readers respect and to find out invisible meaning in poetry.